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Abstract. The authors are conducting research on “Value-creating communi-
cation”. Value-creating communication process is a process that people embody
and clarify their own values and form new values through communication.
Therefore, we analyze the collaboration process of interior coordination as an
example of value-creating communication. First, we took notice of remarks and
analyzed collaboration process qualitatively. Then, we revealed the character-
istics of the internal value creation. Second, we modeled collaboration process
using Bayesian network and examined the validity and usefulness of the con-
structed model. A feature of the Bayesian network is to predict the likelihood
and possibility of occurrence of an uncertain event by expressing the causal
structure as a network and then performing probabilistic reasoning. As a result,
we found that the point which participants pay attention to is different in
respective items. Furthermore, “conception” affected the choice of the item, and
it was suggested that the share of “conception” is important to support collab-
oration process.
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1 Introduction

The authors are conducting study on value-creating communication process. Value-
creating communication process is a process that people embody and clarify their own
values and form new values through communication. It is defined as value creation
including not only creation of new ones but also refinement of ambiguous ones. Here,
the value handled in this study refers to internal value.

In modern society, the focus is on how to make a rational decision, however in
communication, participants are not necessarily rationally deciding solutions. Fujii
points out the limit of optimization method in consensus building [1]. Optimization is
to reasonably determine the solution so that the degree of satisfaction of people is high
as average. Fujii cited as not having enough consistency for each person’s preference as
its problem. Kuwako is conducting field communication observations on social con-
sensus formation [2]. In consensus building, not only the opinions of participants but
also the history of reasons for opinions are important. And it is important that setting of
the place considering Kansei of participants. From this also, participants are thought to
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have derived solutions that each person can convince, while sharing their opinions and
history with each other through communication.

Therefore, in this paper, we analyze cooperative process of interior coordination as
an example of value creation communication. First, we extract the characteristics of the
process by conversation analysis. Next, we construct a model of value creation com-
munication process using Bayesian network. Then, we investigate the validity and
usefulness of the constructed model.

2 Observation and Analysis of Collaboration Process

We introduce the observation and analysis of the collaborative work process we
conducted. See [3] for details.

2.1 Observation Method

The theme of collaborative work is “to create a layout of a common living room”, and
the subjects created a layout using an interior coordinate system [4]. The user can select
a furniture such as a chair or desk and place it as many as desired in the space. Subjects
were two pairs and observed the collaboration process of the five groups.

2.2 Features of Collaboration Process

In order to clarify the characteristics of the collaboration process, we visualized the
process with the remarks of subjects as indicators. Subject’s remarks on items were
classified according to Table 1. “Conception” is a remark that includes intention and
grounds, I think that the conception reflects the values of the members.

As a result of visualizing the process, it seems that the items and emphasis items
differ depending on the item. In addition, the conception often appeared with other
items. From this, it was suggested that the selection of items will change according to
the conception determined.

Table 1. Reason classification table

Conception Remarks including intention, grounds
Place Remarks on impression of location and distance
Hotel Remarks in accommodation type, bathing facilities, amenity
Surrounding
Facilities

Remarks on facilities and incidental facilities around the accommodation

Cost Remarks on accommodation expenses, usage fee of surrounding
facilities, food expenses, transportation expenses

Transportation Remarks on transportation means such as trains, buses, cars
Other Remarks on conference rooms, services, etc.
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2.3 Influence of Conception

Next, we examine the influence of the conception.
In Group II, the table initially agreed to the conception of “place to eat”. But while

comparing the tables, B said “I want to use this space as a study, not as a dining table.”
By this remark, the space where the desk is located was decided to study. By becoming
a conception of “study space” they chose chairs those that are likely to be in the office,
with casters. Regarding the storages as well, saying, “Because it’s a study, let’s make it
a bookshelf,” they decided “storage for placing books.” In this way, Group II initially
agreed on the conception of “place to eat”, but as the table was compared, the con-
ception was changed to “study space”. And, according to that conception, it was
observed that they chose chairs and storages.

3 Analysis and Discussion by Bayesian Network

3.1 Bayesian Network

The feature of the Bayesian network is to predict the likelihood and possibility of
occurrence of an uncertain event by expressing the causal structure as a network and
then performing probabilistic reasoning [5]. The Bayesian network is a network-like
probabilistic model defined by three variables: random variable, conditional dependency
between random variables, and conditional probability. According to Motomura [5],
the Bayesian network uses random variables as nodes and expresses dependency rela-
tionships between variables as effective links. For example, the conditional dependency
between random variables is denoted by, and the node (in this case) that comes before
the link is called a child node, and the node under the link (in this case) is called the
parent node. When there are multiple parent nodes, let be a set of parent nodes of child
node. The dependence between and is quantitatively expressed by the following con-
ditional probability.

PðXjjPaðXjÞÞ

Furthermore, considering each of the individual random variables as child nodes in
the same way, the joint probability distribution of all the random variables is expressed
by the following equation.

PðX1; . . .;XnÞ ¼ PðX1jPaðX1ÞÞ � PðX2jPaðX2ÞÞ. . . � PðXnjPaðXnÞÞ

A probabilistic dependency between these variables can be modeled by a Bayesian
network constructed by linking each child node and its parent node (Fig. 1). The
probability distribution of all variables is obtained by calculating the previous joint
probability distribution.

In this study, we use BAYONET [6] to construct a Bayesian network. BAYONET
is a Bayesian network construction support system implemented by Java developed by
Motomura et al. [7–9]. In this study, “reason” for “object” is a factor, “evaluation” is
the result. We analyze by Bayesian network by expressing the remarks in the consensus
building process as a causal structure.
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3.2 Constructing a Bayesian Network Model

In this section, we construct a Bayesian network model. We construct the network
using a node with “conception”, “color”, “size”, “shape/design”, “functionality”,
“material/image”, “balance”, “quantity/placement”, “other” (Fig. 2). The state of
“reason” is “A” if it is described for each item, and “None” if it is not stated. The state
of “object” is one of “Wall Color”, “Floor and Door Color”, “Table”, “Chair”, “Sofa”,
“Law Table”, “TV Lack” and “Storage”. “Evaluation” status is “Positive” or “Nega-
tive”. One sentence is one remark and the item of “reason” necessarily selects “A” or
“None.” However, since BAYONET has a function to complement missing values
using a neural network [7], “choices”, “evaluation” does not necessarily need to select a
state and there may be a blank.

A part of the data used for the analysis is shown in Table 2. For example, the
remark of number 1 in Table 2 is a classification of the remarks that “this low table is
not good because legs are black (Color)”. Therefore, we set “Object” is “Low Table”,
“Evaluation” is “Negative”, “color” is “A”, and other nodes are “None”.

3.3 Analysis Focusing on Items that Each Group Places Importance on

Sensitivity analysis was performed using the constructed Bayesian network model.
Sensitivity analysis is a method of quantitatively calculating the influence of each
factor in a model where an event is generated from a plurality of factors. BAYONET
has a sensitivity analysis tool, it can infer with the specified explanatory variable and
search for explanatory variable with a large influence on the objective variable. In
Sect. 2.2, we stated that items to be emphasized are different when selecting each item
in the collaboration process. Therefore, we clarify by sensitivity analysis what “reason”
which greatly influences “object”. We analyzed the objective variable as “object”,

Fig. 1. Bayesian network
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explanatory variable as “conception”, “color”, “size”, “shape/design”, “functionality”,
“material/image”, “balance”, “quantity/placement”, “others”. In the sensitivity analysis,
we make several pairs of values from explanatory variables and input them into the
model to infer. Here, it is possible to specify the upper limit of the number of input
values to the model, but in this study the maximum number of combinations is set to 2.
This is because as can be seen from the remarks of “Because I want to eat (conception),
a big desk is good”, not the conception which is an explanatory variable appears alone
but the concept often appears together with other items.

For each items, a part of the result of sensitivity analysis is shown in Tables 3, 4.
“Probability value” in Tables 3, 4 is the probability value (posterior probability) of the
objective variable under the condition that the value of the explanatory variable is input.
This indicates the probability that item is selected when a value of a specific explanatory
variable is inputted. “Difference in probability” is the difference between the prior
probability and the posterior probability for the objective variable. “Lift value” repre-
sents the ratio of the probability (certain posterior probability) of occurrence of a certain

Fig. 2. Bayesian network model constructed

Table 2. Data used for analysis (partial excerpt)
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state when observation is input and the probability (prior probability) of occurrence of
that condition irrespective of the condition. That is, the higher the lift value, the greater
the influence of the selected “reason” set on “evaluation”. The data in Tables 3, 4 are
arranged in descending order of the lift value. In addition, the prior probability value of
Low Table (Table 3) is 0.139, Chair (Table 4) is 0.216. According to Table 3, since
“functionality” is located at the top of Low Table and the combination of “Conception”
and “functionality” is also confirmed, it is found that they emphasized on the item
“functionality” and considering “Concept”. Equally, according to Table 4, in the chair,
it is found that they emphasized on the item “material/image” and considering “Con-
cept”. From this, it is understood that the items to be emphasized are different according
to each item, and the items associated with the “concept” also change.

3.4 Analysis Focused on the Influence of Conception

We analyze the influence of the conception described in Sect. 2.3. In Group II, in the
process of choosing Table, the conception of “Let this space be a study” emerged, and
this conception seems to influence the choice of Chair and Storage. Therefore, the
process is divided before and after the conception “study” appears and we performed
analysis by Bayesian network.

Table 3. Sensitivity analysis result (Low Table)

Table 4. Sensitivity analysis result (Chair)
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The conceptions that appeared in Group II could be classified into five. “Con-
ception 1” means “They want to sleep”, “Conception 2” means “They want to put
drinks such as tea”, “Conception 3” is “Places to eat”, “Conception 4” is “Study”,
“Conception 5” is “They want to place a fancy vase”. Conceptions 1, 2, 3 appeared in
the first half of the process, and conceptions 4, 5 appeared in the latter half. Also, the
items determined in the first half are TV Rack, Sofa, Low Table, and the items
determined in the latter half are Table, Chair and Storage. Figures 3 and 4 show the
constructed Bayesian network model.

Fig. 4. Bayesian network model constructed (latter half)

Fig. 3. Bayesian network model constructed (first half)
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The sensitivity analysis results in the first half are shown in Tables 5, 6 and 7, and
the sensitivity analysis results in the second half are shown in Tables 8, 9 and 10. TV
Rack, which was decided in the first half, emphasizes “functionality” and “Conception
2” is associated with “functionality”, and Sofa seems to have been decided without
deciding which items to emphasize. The Low Table emphasizes “shape, design” and
“size”, and it turns out that “Conception 1” and “Conception 3” are associated with
“shape/design”. In the second half, they emphasize “size” in table, “color” and
“shape/design” in chair, “quantity/ placement” and “functionality” in the storage. Also,

Table 5. Sensitivity analysis result of TV Rack (first half)

Table 6. Sensitivity analysis result of Sofa (first half)
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in table, “Size” appeared together with “Conception 4”. In chair, “Shape/Design”
appeared together with “Conception4”. In storage, “Quantity/Location” and “Func-
tionality” appeared together with “Conception 4”.

From this, it was possible to select the item at the beginning even if the conception
and the items to be emphasized were not clarified. However, the “conception 4”
appeared on the way and it affected the item selection. Thus, as the conception
emerged, it turned out that items of other furniture were determined according to the
conception.

Table 7. Sensitivity analysis result of Low Table (first half)

Table 8. Sensitivity analysis result of Table (latter half)
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4 Summary

In this paper, as an example of “value-creating communication”, collaboration process
of interior coordination was taken up and analysis of value creation process by com-
munication was conducted. As a result, it was found that in the collaborative work of

Table 9. Sensitivity analysis result of Chair (latter half)

Table 10. Sensitivity analysis result of Storage (latter half)
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interior coordination, the items which are important to each items are different. In
addition, it was suggested that “Conception” influences selection of items, and sharing
“conception” facilitates collaboration process.

In the future, we also analyze interior coordination of other subjects and clarify the
tendency of collaboration process. We also analyze the value-creating communication
process for participants who have various attributes and backgrounds, such as when
they are in a hierarchical relationship or conflict relationship, or in a dialogue between
experts and non-experts.
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